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Key benefits:

1. Conversion - eVHC’s identify work, video 
sells it; when using CitNOW Workshop, red 
work conversion moves from an industry 
average of 50% to as much as 80%

2. Comprehensive - The CitNOW app 
automatically packages the video with parts 
and labour cost information with eVHC 
into one complete customer overview.

3. Validation - The straightforward and 
easy video and repair cost package gives 
the customer the power to say ‘yes’ to any 
work required, whilst the car might still be 
on the ramp - saving you time and money.

4. Trust - Now customers can see exactly 
what your technicians are looking at on 
their car, helping to break down garage 
stereotypes by being transparent and 
honest. Build trust, increase customer 
satisfaction, make a repeat customer.

CitNOW Workshop 
takes the customer 
digitally to the heart 
of your workshop.

It allows the technician to show 

them the work needed on their 

vehicle while it’s still on the ramp. 

This means the customer can simply, 

and quickly, understand what work 

is required and approve online.



 9 Integration
CitNOW is integrated with most of the major eVHC providers, enabling 
it to seamlessly fit in with your workshop systems and processes.

 9 Amber Follow Up
Once amber work has been identified in a VHC, simply follow up with the customer at 
a later date to provide even better customer service and increase amber work sales.

 9 Rate This Video
Get critical customer insights by gathering measurable data on customer comments 
and feedback once they’ve engaged with their personalised CitNOW video.

 9 Dashboard
Check on customer video ratings, view real time results, export reports and 
view staff performance all through our fully integrated dashboard.

Key
Features

To view example videos and
case studies visit

www.citnow.com/workshop

Request a demo and experience the 
power of a personal video presentation

www.citnow.com

To find out how CitNOW can benefit you
call us on: +44 (0)1189 977740
or email: sales@citnow.com 

About CitNOW

In 2008 CitNOW was formed to solve one challenge, how to allow 
people to view cars without visiting car showrooms. Typical of the 
company we are today, the solution was breathtakingly easy 
- video.  And so the automotive video industry was born.

But, as is often the case, the simpler the solution, the more 
complex the thinking behind it. It is this thinking, however, 
that has helped us to constantly evolve and change the
landscape - not for the short term, but for the future, 
because when we do something, we commit to it.

Simply put, we provide app-based video and digital 
communication solutions to create a more transparent 
and easy car buying and owning experience for your 
customers.  It’s smart video - tailor made for sales, web, 
workshops and bodyshops - for smarter retailing. 


